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**Kindergarten – Grade 2**

**Minecraft** - We will use Minecraft to teach students how to build a design-friendly environment that can teach them problem solving, programming, and getting along with others. Students will learn how to work together to accomplish weekly projects within the Minecraft world.

*Additional classes in this track include:

(Weeks 1-3, July 6-July 24)

**Young Authors Workshop** – Is your child eager to express their ideas through creative writing? In our collaborative environment students will learn to write down their ideas, draw illustrations to tell a story and share their ideas with other students.
**Math Magicians** - Have fun in math! Use games and play to understand basic mathematic functions; this class will make it so easy, your child will be convinced it’s magic!

**OR**

**Space Crusaders** - C’mon Space Crusaders, hop aboard as we explore the sky! Enjoy making colorful solar system projects, learn about the stars and maybe, learn to identify a few constellations for yourself!

*Please choose between **Math Magicians** or **Space Crusaders** for your child to participate in throughout the week. Students will not be allowed to switch between classes. Additional classes subject to substitution based on weather or class size.*

*(Weeks 4-6, July 27-August 14)*

**Little Storytellers** – Can’t believe some of the wild stories your child makes up, wish you could write them all down? Now you won’t have to! In this class, students will record their imaginative creations as a class project. They will learn how to create a beginning, middle and an end to a story and use their voices to illustrate their ideas.

**Music Fun** - This class will explore the basics of music by making music via hands-on performance. It will include singing songs, playing simple rhythm instruments, and participating in music and movement dance games.

**OR**

**Krafty Kids** - Let your child’s creativity go wild with all hands-on activities. The students will love taking part in a variety of arts and crafts activities!

*Please choose between **Music Fun** or **Krafty Kids** for your child to participate in throughout the week. Students will not be allowed to switch between classes. Additional classes subject to substitution based on weather or class size.*
Country of the Week
Week 1 (July 6-10)  Mexico
Week 2 (July 13-17)  Japan
Week 3 (July 20-24)  Canada
Week 4 (July 27 - July 31)  India
Week 5 (Aug 3-7)  Germany
Week 6 (Aug 10-14)  USA (Southern Region)
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Grade 3 – Grade 5

Minecraft - We will use Minecraft to teach students how to build a design-friendly environment that can teach them problem solving, programming, and getting along with others. Students will learn how to work together to accomplish weekly projects within the Minecraft world.

*Additional classes in this track include:

(Weeks 1-3, July 6-July 24)

Ocean Explorers – What is that creature? In this fun and educational class you get to explore what lives down there; way down in our world’s largest resource. Learn how our feature countries utilize the oceans around them.
Karate Kids – Learn basic Karate moves in a safe structured environment!

OR

Theater 101 - Learn what it takes to become a great actor and performer in our Beginner Theater course. Learn about the different elements of theater. Masks, Movement, Theatre Games and more! These are just a few things we will cover in this class. And as always, this is a safe, comfortable environment for all to expand and feel good about trying something new and exciting!

*Please choose between Karate or Theater 101 for your child to participate in throughout the week. Students will not be allowed to switch between classes. Additional classes subject to substitution based on weather or class size.

(Weeks 4-6, July 27-August 14)

Basketball – Sharpen your skills while playing fun basketball games. Learn the court and rules of the game while encouraging your team mates and learn how to work together to achieve success.

Math Madness – Students will learn, create, and participate in many math games to re-enforce familiar skills. Games will include board games, jeopardy, movement games, baseball, etc. We will also create a folder to record directions to new fun games so they can share and practice at home!

OR

Literature Explorers – Wish you were a handsome Knight, great explorer, President of The United States, beautiful dancer or maybe live in an exotic place. Use literature to become whoever you imagine, even if it’s just for a little while. In this class students will use works of fiction and nonfiction to explore and develop their imaginations.

*Please choose between Math Madness or Literature Explorers for your child to participate in throughout the week. Students will not be allowed to switch between classes. Additional classes subject to substitution based on weather or class size.
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**Grade 6 & Older**

**Minecraft** - We will use Minecraft to teach students how to build a design-friendly environment that can teach them problem solving, programming, and getting along with others. Students will learn how to work together to accomplish weekly projects within the Minecraft world.

*Additional classes in this track include:*

(Weeks 1-3, July 6-July 24)

**It’s All Art** – By using the world as our backdrop, students will explore artists from around the world and try their hands at creating from what they have learned.
**Author Association** - Lots of choices are available when it comes to creative writing. Discover techniques for writing your own autobiography, short stories, flash fiction, graphic novels and horror stories during our own Author's Association class.

**OR**

**Core Math Skills** - This course is designed to help students gain an understanding of solid math skills that lead to algebra concepts. Building upon solid skills, students will move on related topics including equations, signed numbers, distribution, factoring, the FOIL method, algebraic fractions, and related word problems.

*Please choose between Author Association or Core Math Skills for your child to participate in throughout the week. Students will not be allowed to switch between classes. Additional classes subject to substitution based on weather or class size.*

*(Weeks 4-6, July 27-August 14)*

**Financial Literacy** – The adult in you isn’t that far away and it’s time to learn how to make the most of your money! Learn basic financial strategies to save money, manage a checking account, and learn how a credit card works to plan for your future.

**Volleyball** – Learn the basics of the game all while having fun challenging yourself and your teammates to a game or two!

**OR**

**Junior Scientist** – Work in a college science lab to bring out the scientist in you. By performing experiments you will further develop your understanding of the scientific world.

*Please choose between Volleyball or Junior Scientists for your child to participate in throughout the week. Students will not be allowed to switch between classes. Additional classes subject to substitution based on weather or class size.*